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When whites and Indians came together in political arenas, they brought  [210] 

different assumptions about the form and function of these negotiations, ren- 

dering mutual trust or even understanding at times elusive For eastern Al- 

gonquian cultures, as well as the Iroquois, the goal of treat) negotiations  

was to reach a consensus among parties through extensive discourse. If  

conflicts arose between individuals or families, those involved spoke their  

mind in council. Civil leaders would diplomatically arbitrate between differ- 

ing opinions until they arrived at an appropriate judgment or decision that  

represented the "collective wisdom" of the community. Everything that un- 

folded during the conference became part o: the agreement, and it was as- 

sumed that certain common problems such as land use, economic assistance,  

and political alliances, all important to community stability, would be renewed  

or renegotiated at regular intervals. Since native leaders had no formal means  

to coerce agreement, political power and authority rested on oral traditions,  

memory, and particular speech forms used for persuasion. Ritual language  

was a mean: of appropriating personal power and obtaining spiritual assis- 

tance to influence other people and the situation at hand. Indians customarily  

used strings and belts of wampum to perform and remember these rituals  

and to send messages between communities. In many ways, wampum, being  

a record of formal council proceedings, served as written language and as  

a symbol of authority; similar to a commission, it gave an individual power  

to speak, and its form—color, size, and design— indicated its function. For  

instance, Augustus told Teedyuscung at their first meeting that the Delaware  

leader had to send a specific wampum belt, "at least five or six feet long and  

twelve Rows broad," to all hostile Indian leaders. Only with these belts  [212] 

and twelve strings of wampum "to confirm the Words he sends" could  

Teedyuscung seek native consensus to "make all these things good again."14 
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Like their Indian neighbors, whites also sought conflict resolution, friend- 

ship, and material assistance when negotiating with strangers. Instead of  

seeking consensus or the fluidity of a continuing dialogue about mutual pro- 

blems, however, they generally used a treaty conference to negotiate for  

and to claim absolute legal control over land, resources, labor, or groups  

of people. In their world, where the emphasis lay on particular legal prince- 

ples and the formal structures of government, neither resonance of voice,  

presentation of gifts, nor wampum was a key factor. The written word  

was all important. Deeds, commissions, receipts, petitions, ordinances,  

legislation, and court records embodied the power of political language for  

Europeans. Within the political forum, written documents were meant to  

capture the presumed permanence of an agreement. Still, Euramericans often  [213] 

had to use their own powers of persuasion to create binding legal documents.  

After agreeing to meet with Teedyuscung and the Delawares, Pennsylvania  

governor Morris drafted the "Proclamation for a Suspension of Hostilities for  

Thirty Days" to compel both the provincial army and frontier settlers to sus- 

pend hostilities until he completed treaty negotiations. The governor, how- 

ever, had to persuade Assembly members "to pass a Law to the same Effect"  

and to enforce the cease-fire in their districts. Only then could he send pub- 

lished copies of his proclamation to Indians on the upper Susquehanna to  

assure them of his sincerity and their safety.15 

 

Although Indians invested ritual speech, oration, and memory with pow- 

ers to build consensus and whites invested codified legal systems and writ- 

ten words with powers to enforce behavior, on some level each tried to  

accommodate the other's political forms. During the mid-175os, when In- 

dians and whites met in a common political arena to negotiate an end to hos- 

tilities, each knew enough about the other's methods and technologies to at- 

tempt to dominate the spaces of power in which they both operated. In other  

words, Indians and whites effectively incorporated the other's language— 

metaphors, ritual speech, and the written word—to assert their demands.  

When Teedyuscung agreed to meet with the governor of Pennsylvania  

during the summer of 1756, he combined old and new methods. So that  

no one would misunderstand his reply, Teedyuscung prepared a written  

statement to accompany the string of wampum he sent with Augustus  

and the Iroquois delegates to Philadelphia.16 

 

White Pennsylvanians, also concerned with clearly expressing their political  

needs, often let Indian traditions set the general standards for their meetings.  

They treated Indians as diplomatic equals and accepted, used, and contribut- 
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ed to the forms and language of native rituals and ceremonies. They did so  

not because they admired these forms—in fact, they often complained about  

the length of native political oration, which was so important to consensus  

formation. Before the first Easton treaty, Governor Morris wrote William  

Johnson: "The Indians adhere so closely to their Tedious Ceremonies that  

I am sensible you must have had a most fatiguing time of it." Instead,   [214] 

Euramericans like Morris accommodated native American ritual forms and  

language to legitimize their own authority in terms that Indians would re- 

cognize. Both Indians and whites needed a mutually acceptable diplomatic  

process, even language, to help balance the delicate tensions between trust  

and distrust. Each side wanted their demands met and decided that some  

accommodation would best accomplish their goals.17  

 

During the 174os and 175os, metaphors and metaphoric language emerg- 

ed as a potential point of entry to this common understanding. Since the  

meaning of a metaphor was relative, signifying both what "is like" and what  

"is not like," the speaker and the listener could read slightly different meanings  

into their words yet still recognize the resemblance. Metaphors were an im- 

portant part of discourse between Indians and whites at treaty conferences  

precisely because they allowed for different meanings within a commonly  

used diplomatic language. Native Americans often applied metaphoric kin- 

ship terms to their political relations to clarify or to delineate their relative  

position of power with others. When they appealed to their "brothers,"  

"cousins," "uncles," or "grandfathers" during a treaty conference, each  

of these symbolic kinship designations specified to Indians the role and  

responsibility of each party and set a hierarchy of authority for the meet- 

ing. Within the Iroquois Confederacy, Onondagas, Senecas, and Mohawks  

were considered the "elder brothers," and Oneidas, Cayugas, and Tuscaroras  

were the "younger brothers"—the elders having more authority in council.  

The relationship between Delawares and Shawnees was one of "grandfather"  

to "grandchildren," which conveyed ceremonial deference but did not oblige  

obedience. One of the clearest lines of metaphoric obligation lay between  

the Six Nations and Delawares. In the mid-eighteenth century, Delawares  

often addressed Iroquois as "uncles" when in council. They were called "neph- 

ews" or "cousins" in return. Uncles in Iroquois and Delaware communities,  

especially mothers' brothers, had greater power over nephews than other  

male relatives. Despite this clearly marked symbolic kinship relation be- 

tween the Six Nations and Delawares, Iroquois uncles had great difficulty  

controlling their Delaware nephews politically, which added to the tensions  
between the two.18 
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When Indians and whites met in treaty conferences to negotiate alliances  [215] 

during the eighteenth century, the ways that kinship, both actual and meta- 

phoric, defined lines of authority created special problems. "Father" was per- 

haps the most problematic metaphoric relationship that bound Indian and  

non-Indian communities. The Iroquois addressed the French governor in  

North America as Onontio, or father, because the Indians regarded the  

French as allies, trade partners, and intermediaries. Whereas the French  

regarded their fatherly role as an extension of patriarchal authority, the  

Iroquois believed that fathers had no real power over their children. The  

Pennsylvania government, like the French, wanted to believe that their  

position as father gave them greater power to make decisions for Indians.  

In the early eighteenth century, the governor assumed that the Conestogas  

and Delawares looked upon themselves as "Children, Rather to be Directed  

by this Governmt," their father. The Conestogas had a different view, perhaps  

based on a new understanding of Euramerican family relations, "for often  

Parents would be apt to whip their Children too severely, and Brothers some- 

times would differ." Instead, the Conestogas wanted to be considered "as the  

same Flesh and Blood with the Christians," as William Penn supposedly had  

insisted, "and the same as if one Man's Body was to be divided in two Parts."  

In his interactions with the Pennsylvania governor leading up to the first  [216] 

Easton  treaty, Teedyuscung deliberately addressed him as "brother." Although  

brothers may differ, as the Conestogas suggested, to native Americans brothers  

also were equals. Whether of "one Man's Body" or brothers, Indians, who  

vied for parity and recognition of their political autonomy, preferred that  

relationship to being children to a white man's father.19 

 

Indians and whites struggled to delineate their relative positions of authority  

through the use of kinship metaphors. They also adapted other kinds of  

metaphors to make their demands understood at political proceedings.  

Teedyuscung opened the Easton treaty on July 26, 1756, with ritual cere- 

monies, setting the tone for the conference and trying to appropriate the  

role of "host," who traditionally controlled the agenda. Key to this ceremony  

was the symbolic cleansing of the other participants' bodies. To deal with  

whites in particular, native Americans needed ritual assurances that they  

would speak clearly and listen carefully. Cleansing the body was necessary,  

for fear that "an Evil Spirit of great Power and Cunning" might have "blind- 

ed you and throwed Dust in your Eyes." At treaties, Indians metaphorically  

wielded a "fine Feather . . . diped in that pure Oil" to wash out "the inside of  

your Ears, that you may hear" and "the best Medicines" to cleanse "some  
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Foulness [that] come into your heart through your Throat." Seeing clearly,  

hearing completely, and speaking candidly were necessary to clear commun- 

ication and understanding. At Easton, Teedyuscung presented the Pennsyl- 

vania governor with four belts of wampum, "one to brush Thorns from the  

Governors Legs, another to Rub the Dust out of his Eyes, to help him to see  

clearly, another to open his Ears, to enable him to hear them patiently, and  

the Fourth to clear his Throat, that he might speak plainly." Teedyuscung  

symbolically cleansed the governor's eyes, ears, and throat as an act of civil- 

ity, which promoted honesty and trust, but also demanded that he listen  

respectfully to the Delawares' concerns.20 

 

Ritual cleansing of the body prepared parties to begin negotiations, but  [217] 

more specific ceremonies helped to build new bridges of communication  

and to ease tensions. For instance, the native American condolence cere- 

mony mitigated the prolonged mistrust between parties and provided com- 

pensation for the unexpected or violent loss of lives during the war. When  

a family member or important chief died, somebody from outside the family 

or clan performed the ritual, which included wiping away the blood of the  

victim and the tears of the mourners and presenting gifts to cover the grave.  

The observance symbolically resurrected the deceased and restored ration- 

ality to grieving survivors' souls, after which they could return to their daily  

activities. The Pennsylvania government found that the condolence cere- 

mony helped to maintain smooth relations with Indian allies by recognizing  

particular Indian leaders and their influence and continued friendship. In the  

fall of 1750, Conrad Weiser, the colonial liaison to the Six Nations, learned  

of the death of the Iroquois leader Canassatego at Onondaga. The Iroquois  

council was torn between continuing important business and ceasing all ac- 

tivities for a period of mourning. Weiser informed the Pennsylvania govern- 

ment that condolence had to be performed or it would appear "the dead  

Person was of no Credit or Esteem, and it is a certain affront to the deceased's  

Friends." The following spring, Weiser returned to Onondaga at the request  

of the governor "to give them a Small present to Signyfy to them that this  

Government do condole with them for the loose of Canasako [Canassatego]  

and others."21 

 

During the Seven Years' War, the Pennsylvania government continued  

to use condolence to placate allies but also to manipulate them. Condo- 

lence became standard practice for opening treaty conferences. In early  

1757, George Croghan met with 160 Iroquois, Nanticokes, Delawares, and  

Conestogas at John Harris's on the Susquehanna River to lay the ground- 
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work for a third meeting with Teedyuscung and to gather intelligence a- [218] 

bout French movements in the west. Because of "the Death of many...  

Counsellors and Warriors," Croghan symbolically wiped the blood off the  

council seats and wiped the tears from their eyes before they would even  

consider further talk. "I with these Strouds," Croghan intoned, "wrap up  

the Bodies of your deceased Friends and bury them decently, covering  

their Graves with those Blanketts and half thicks." Indians appreciated  

that whites used their rituals and responded in kind at treaty conferences.  

Scarouyady, the Oneida liaison for the Ohio Indians, accepted the presents  

Croghan offered, thanking him and "our Brother Onas," referring to the  

proprietor Thomas Penn, who "wisely considered the Antient Custom of  

our ForeFathers in condoling with us and mixing your Grief with ours."  

Scarouyady then proceeded to wipe away the blood and tears of the Eng- 

lish to "heal your Hearts and free your Minds from trouble that we may  

meet each other in Council." Rather than giving white negotiators a politi- 

cal advantage over their Indian counterparts, however, accommodating  

native rituals provided Indians with a sense of diplomatic equality with  

the English. After condoling with the Pennsylvania agents at John Harris's,  

Scarouyady announced that the Indians refused to meet with the governor  

in Philadelphia because they were "affraid of Sickness" that had settled on  

the city. Instead, they insisted that the governor meet them at Lancaster  

as soon as Teedyuscung arrived.22 
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